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I tried to read the string after
the " " and compare it with
the string inside the table
but i'm out of clues. A: Try

this : rgn = [r['name'],
r['value']] for row in

table_to_crack.findAll("div",
{"class": "data"}): if row.text
== "Length:" and row.getEle
mentsByTagName("td")[2].te
xt.lower() in rgn: row.getEle

mentsByTagName("td")[2].te
xt = " " + row.getElementsB
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yTagName("td")[2].text.lowe
r() Light levels and seasonal
variability of nocturnal light

emissions in a natural
population of Lacerta viridis.
Geothermal activity in the
Pyrenees Mountains in the

south-western Iberian
Peninsula results in higher

than expected light levels of
the nocturnal environment.
The emission of nocturnal
light reflects lizard activity
during the night, and thus,

as some nocturnal predators
are active at night,
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influences the activity
patterns of prey species. In
this study, we used a simple

method to quantify light
emissions from natural

populations of lizards and
evaluated the potential
impact of nocturnal light
emission on the foraging

activity of a natural lacertid
prey species. Our results

indicate that light at night is
a significant energy for
desert striped lizards,

Lacerta viridis. Moreover,
they also provide evidence of
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light emission during spring
and summer, suggesting that

light could be a limiting
factor for foraging during
these seasons. Finally, we

showed that the total
nocturnal light produced by
this natural population of L.
viridis is similar to the total
light produced by artificial

light sources used for
nightime illumination.�奇的是，
我们还能根据某个集合提供更多的空间。 ```ts
let sample = new Array(3);

sample[0] = 'a'; sample[1] =
'b'; sample[2] = 'c'; let
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sampleArray =
sample.map(element =>

element.toUpperCase()); //
['A', 'B', 'C'] `` c6a93da74d
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